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For S. 

For breaking my heart wide open and challenging my own 
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Getting Started: Overview 

 

This course is intended to help you to begin to release the 

energy and pain of unforgiveness that you may be carrying, and 

have been carrying for a long time. Perhaps you have been 

holding onto anger, resentment and even feelings of revenge 

towards a past lover, friend or colleague, or perhaps you have 

been blaming yourself for something that you did to another? 

Over time we lose sight of why we hold such feelings in our 

hearts but the loss of clarity only adds to the spiralling feelings 

as we cling to those negative emotions because they somehow 

feel justified or become a part of our identity through the stories 

we tell ourselves about who we are. 

Forgiveness is a powerful tool and one of the divine keys to 

personal freedom, but there is a process that needs to be 

honoured in order to go from living in the trap of misalignment 

with your own soul’s nature, to living in accordance with your 

empowered spirit. 

 

During this course you will: 

 Create sacred space for the rite of passage through 

forgiving into healing. 

 Define and acknowledge the source of your pain. 

 Understand the validity of your emotional responses. 

 Align to the truth of what was and is. 

 Allow objective observation to supersede subjective 

opinion. 



 

 

 Visualise a world without the pain and anger you’ve 

been carrying. 

 Begin to plan your life of emotional freedom after 

forgiveness 

 You will shift your focus to what has blossomed beyond 

the original wound. 

 Align with the soul lessons and blessings that have 

triggered personal growth. 

 Begin to understand your soul’s evolved personal 

charter. 

 Claim back your power through choice. 

 Ceremonially but privately forgive and bless the other/s 

involved. 

 Ceremonially but privately forgive and bless the version 

of you that endured and held this wound. 

 Undergo a powerful cord cutting and release healing 

through meditation with the angels. 

 Use crystals for healing, release and self-love. 

 Make a solemn vow to your own soul to commit to your 

future beyond the old story. 

 Make a final blessing and petition for Divine Grace. 

 

Make no mistake, this is a big journey and it requires that you 

put in the work. It doesn’t have to take a long time but it is 

important that you commit to the process.  

 

“There is no magic pill for forgiveness.” 
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If you are expecting me to heal you without any effort on your 

part then you have come to the wrong place and the wrong 

teacher. I am simply your guide. This course has the tools and 

the process… but ultimately this is your journey and you have 

to walk it by yourself if you want to find the freedom, life and 

love you deserve. Those things are all on the other side of 

forgiveness. 



 

 

Preparing For Success 

In order to get the best results from this course, it is based 

around sacred ceremony. This is so your soul recognises the 

solemnity of your intent and so that we can call powerfully 

upon the support of the universe and the angelic realms.  

I want you to get started straight away in gathering some tools 

before we begin, and by preparing a sacred space or altar. 

Perhaps you have a space where you practice meditation and 

your own healing work, but if not, your desk, dressing table or 

just a quiet, private corner will suffice.  

 

What you will need: 

 A journal or notebook (though this book provides space 

to write if you prefer) and pens 

 A white or pink candle (and something to light it with) 

 A beautiful greetings card (preferably blank inside with 

no prewritten message) 

 The following *crystals:  

 Rose Quartz for self-love and emotional healing 

 Clear Quartz Point for clarity and clearing 

 Aventurine for balance, harmony and releasing 

anger 

 Smokey Quartz Point (Alternatively, Apache Tear 

Obsidian) for releasing tears/moving grief and 

grounding emotion 

 

Note: Please ensure that your crystals have been properly 

cleansed of old energies prior to starting your forgiveness 
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journey. You can look up suitable cleansing rituals and 

techniques free on YouTube. 

 

Optional extras: 

 An altar cloth 

 Fresh flowers in a vase  

 Aura spray or aromatherapy room conditioner (either 

containing rose or specially blended for emotional 

healing or forgiveness) 



 

 

 

 
Lesson 1 

 

Creating Your Sacred Space 
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Set the Scene 
 

Creating your sacred space should be done as soon as you have 

gathered your toolkit. Don’t wait, the key to success is commitment 

and the key to commitment is immediate action! 

If you have a partner or family that live with you, it is important that 

you let them know that the soul work you intend to carry out is 

important to your inner healing and that you would appreciate their 

help and cooperation, which they can offer by respecting your sacred 

space, privacy and the time you need to carry out your forgiveness 

work. 

1. Start by placing the altar cloth, if you have chosen to use one, 

on the area you have selected to work in. 

 

I often do my own sacred work in the space I’ve created to do yoga and so my 

altar space is often simply a cloth on the floor by my yoga mat. There is no 

correct formula, simply what feels special to you. 

2. Place your Journal (or this book if you are using it’s journaling 

space) and pens on the cloth and place your cleansed crystals 

on top.  

 

3. You should place your flowers, if you have chosen to use 

them, in a vase and place it on the cloth in your sacred space. 

 

4. Place your candle on a fireproof holder/plate first and then 

into the space. 

 

5. Place your blank card into your sacred space so that it can 

receive the energy of your intentions as you work. 

 

6. Finally, you can place any other items that are sacred to you 

onto your altar. Do not place any images or items into this 



 

 

space that represent the person or situation you are aiming to 

forgive. This process is about you and not them. Your altar is 

about your reverence towards your own soul and nobody 

else’s. 

 

7. Use your room conditioner/aromatherapy spray to “make 

sacred” the energy around your space and invite Source 

energy and the angels to inhabit your altar. 

 

8. Leave your space overnight to energize it. 

 

Important: Never leave your candle burning unattended and do not 

light it until you are ready to commence your soul work. If you do 

your soul work over the course of several days, please snuff out your 

candle between sessions but avoid ‘blowing’ it out. This action is 

reserved for your final petition for Grace in Lesson 6 
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Lesson 2 

 

Acknowledgement, Objectivity & 

Understanding 



 

 

Now that your journal/book has been charging with the crystals 
overnight in your sacred space, it’s ready for you to commence 
self-exploration.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

First light your candle, perhaps spray your room/aura 

conditioner and spend a few moments settling into the space 

and breathing deeply to allow yourself to relax fully. 
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The Intention 

Set the intention to live in truth and acknowledge all of who you 

are, including both your light and your shadow and to love each 

part of yourself without judgement. 

Remember: 

 You are a divine spirit in human form 

 No part of you is either good or bad 

 You are enough 

 All is as it should be. 

 

We are not about to try to change anything, merely seek to 

observe it as it is and understand it from a higher perspective, 

“through angels eyes”  you might say. 

This exploration is meant to be deep and meant to unlock the 

truth about your relationship or situation that now requires 

forgiveness. That being said, as you begin to recall the incidents 

you will almost certainly begin to activate the memory in your 

vibration and deep feelings will rise to the surface that may feel 

very uncomfortable and sometimes even a little disturbing.  

Please REMEMBER: 

 You are safe here in the present moment 

 You are loved and supported by the universe 

 Your life no longer needs to be controlled by these 

feelings 

 

Please DO NOT: 



 

 

 Discuss these feelings with anyone outside of your 

journal or 

 Continue to tell the story of victimhood beyond this 

personal exploration, or 

 Be tempted to “cyber-search” or connect with anyone 

involved in the unforgiven act. 

 

This is because we want to keep the active vibration contained 

to a small spark of recognition rather than to fan it into a roaring 

fire that we cannot put out! 

 

The soul work 

You may have told your story over and over again since it 

happened, but now is the time to tell the story a new way.  

“Feelings are not facts, they are subjective view-points fuelled by 

emotions, based on our singular perspective of what we thought 

happened.” 

Go back and re-read that last sentence. 

Everyone involved, saw, heard and felt a different way about 

the events that unfolded, based on their own unique view-

points and experiences and their level of emotional evolution 

and security. 

You don’t have to be concerned with how the other people felt. 

Their feelings are their responsibility. You do however have to 

acknowledge that there are more facets to the story than you are 

currently allowing yourself to accept, that being said, explore 

the following questions in your journal or on the journaling 
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pages that follow this section as deeply and completely as you 

can: 

1. Journal about your current FEELINGS about the 

situation as it is now. 

2. Journal about your current FEELINGS about the person 

or people involved. 

3. Now journal about your current FEELINGS about 

yourself as the person who endured the situation you 

want to forgive. 

 

Important Notes:  

Do not recount how you remember feeling at the time. That is 

not your truth, how you feel now is your truth so that’s what 

you should write about. 

Avoid “shoulda, coulda, woulda’s,” they have no bearing on 

who you were when the incident occurred and only exist in the 

realm of retrospect and fantasy, not reality. 

Do not censer your words. Your journal is private and Spirit do 

recognise your need to face what is, in order to heal it. There is 

no judgement about what you write so don’t rush it or edit it. 



 

 

Sitting in Truth 

Feelings that we traditionally see as being negative like anger, 

resentment, betrayal, revenge etc. may all be stirred up at this 

time and it is important to acknowledge each one without 

needing to act upon them. 

1. Whilst writing, hold your Clear Quartz Point in your 

non-dominant hand (the one you do not write with) to 

help you focus on the truth. 

 

2. Swap to the Aventurine crystal when feelings of anger 

etc. arise. 

 

3. When you are finished writing, close your journal and 

place the Aventurine crystal on top of it back on your 

altar. Take your Rose Quartz crystal and place it on your 

heart chakra and lie in silence for a few minutes until the 

feelings subside. 

 

4. If tears need to flow you can place the Smokey Quartz or 

Apache Tear on your heart chakra and then use the Rose 

Quartz afterwards. 

 

5. About 15 minutes is long enough to allow the energy to 

move through you. 

 

6. (Optional) After the feelings subside, if you feel able, shift 

your focus to how the other person might have seen the 

incident differently from you or felt differently about it, 

based on what you know (not feel) about them. You do 

not have to write this down simply contemplate it for a 
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short while. If this feels too difficult you can leave this 

step out. 

 

Now, if you wish, you can extinguish your candle and take a 

break. 

 

Go and make yourself a drink and allow the emotions to fully 

settle. Come back to your altar when you are ready to take the 

next step.  

Do not rush this process but don’t leave it beyond 24 hours 

either or you will not be able to capitalise on the energy and 

intention you have already set in motion. 

 

 

Make the commitment now: pencil in the time in your 

calendar or diary for your next step. 



 

 

Here are your questions again: 

1. Journal about your current FEELINGS about the 

situation as it is now. 

2. Journal about your current FEELINGS about the person 

or people involved. 

3. Now journal about your current FEELINGS about 

yourself as the person who endured the situation you 

want to forgive. 
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Personal Journal 



 

 

Journal 
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Journal 



 

 

Journal 
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“You are loved and supported 

more than you could ever know.” 

 



 

 

 

Lesson 3  
 
 

Imagine Your World Anew 
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Before we begin again, light your candle, use your room 

spray/aura conditioner to re-energize your space and spend a 

few moments settling into the space and breathing deeply to 

allow yourself to relax fully. 



 

 

It’s Time for a New Story 

Now, what might your life look like if those feelings were no 

longer prevalent in your heart and mind? Can you imagine a 

world without those thoughts that you journaled about in 

Lesson 2?  

When we practice forgiveness we begin here, from this day 

forward. It is no use asking “what if that never happened?” That 

is wishful thinking and wandering within the realms of fantasy, 

so instead we ask: “What if those memories no longer dictated 

how I feel or how I choose to live?” Now you are looking at the 

unlimited potential that is still possible for your life going 

forward. 

 

The Soul Work 

“Imagine Your World Anew” 

 

So, what if those old disabling thoughts were no longer in 

control of your mind, body, spirit and behaviour? What if you 

made the decision to embrace a life free of the emotional prison 

that you have been keeping yourself lock up in? 

In this visualisation you will connect with Archangels Chamuel 

and Jeremiel and begin to explore new possibilities for your life 

beyond forgiving what is done. 
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Meditation/Visualisation 

Begin by settling into a comfortable position. Ensure you are warm 

and feel safe in so much as you won’t be disturbed and the surface that 

is supporting you is stable. You can do this visualisation sitting up or 

lying down, whichever feels most pleasing to you, but don’t get so 

comfortable that you end up falling asleep. 

Become still and focus on your breathing. Let it slow down and become 

smooth and rhythmic. There is no optimal pattern, just what feels calm 

and relaxing to your nervous system.  

Follow your breath in and out and allow your body to relax on each 

out breath. Release any tension, any gripping, and then on the in 

breath imagine that you are inhaling pure white light, the healing 

energy of spirit. 

Allow any ambient sound and environmental fluctuations, like the 

temperature and the quality of the air to simply be information. It 

doesn’t require that you respond or act, it is just there to be witnessed. 

Let it remind you that the universe is constantly in motion and so can 

be changed, rewritten, re-imagined into a pleasing form. Let it nourish 

your deepening state. 

Call now, in your mind, upon the angels and archangels to guide and 

protect you as you journey deeper into your vision, beginning to 

imagine that these benevolent angel beings are gathering around you. 

Notice their light and the gentleness of their energy as they guide you 

further into your inner world. 

See yourself standing inside a grey room.  

The room has a door with bars, but the door is ajar. The keys are 

hanging on the wall nearby but the door has never even been locked. 



 

 

All around this room are objects, photographs and reminders of the 

unforgiven acts that you are holding to. It doesn’t feel comfortable but 

it does feel familiar. It doesn’t feel light but it does feel normal. This is 

the energy you have been living in. 

Start to become aware of two beings of light standing in the room with 

you. Allow their essence to become more solid and watch as the light 

transforms into a form you can relate to. Perhaps the angels are now 

beginning to appear more humanlike and have wings? 

One of these angels, the Archangel Jeremiel, is here to help you sift 

through the objects and release what is no longer of service to your 

path. Watch as he directs an army of angels to enter the room through 

the open door and carry out the objects, just like removal men trained 

to do house clearances… except that this is the house of your spirit. 

As Archangel Jeremiel works with his team the second angel, 

Archangel Chamuel asks that you allow him to cleanse and open your 

heart. 

If you agree to this healing, he will begin to channel energy through 

you. 

Notice that light begins to fill the space, replacing the stuck energy and 

allowing a fresh breeze to flow through. It becomes apparent that the 

grey room was your heart chakra and the unforgiveness you were 

holding in your heart had become your prison. 

As the angels finish clearing out the old debris and Chamuel continues 

to send light through your heart, you may begin to notice feelings of 

grief and overwhelm come up for you. Breathe through any 

unfamiliarity. Remember that you are safe. It is safe to let tears flow, 

do not allow these emotions to distract from your vision. As intense as 

this may feel, emotions will not consume you. Like the environment 

that surrounds your physical body, they are only information and you 
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do not need to get lost in them. Let the Archangels guide you through 

the feelings. 

Stay in the vision as you begin to notice the colour and texture of the 

walls begin to transform. Light bounces off each one and begins to 

collapse the apparent rigidity, the bars begin to disintegrate from the 

doors and everything around dissolves into a wide open space filled 

with angelic light. 

Jeremiel asks you to begin to fill your new world with all the things 

you always wanted to experience and to create in your life but felt too 

trapped by circumstance before to do. 

Allow your mind to fill the light with images of the kind of life you 

want to live, how you want to feel and what connections you would 

like to make. 

Feel how it will feel when you let those things manifest in your reality. 

You may feel overwhelmed by the possibility, but Archangel Chamuel 

will keep holding your heart open in pure love while you construct and 

experience your vision. 

You may recreate some uncomfortable scenarios through familiarity, 

but Archangel Jeremiel will keep helping you to identify these negative 

creations and remove them at your will. 

Stay in your vision until you have built a picture of the YOU you 

want be, living the life you want to live, with the people you want to 

share it with, the kind of opportunities you want to embrace. Let your 

mind create you light-filled, love-filled, abundant life of compassion, 

generosity, bliss and peace. 

What does your world look like beyond releasing yourself from 

unforgiveness? 



 

 

Your health and happiness?  

Your homelife? 

Your family and support systems? 

Your job, career or business? 

Your financial situation? 

Your social life and self-improvement? 

What about how you serve and play a greater role in the world? 

You creativity and projects? 

Lastly, visualise your ideal romantic relationship or partnership free 

from any past hurts. What does that look like? Who are you sharing 

your life with? 

There are no right or wrong ways to imagine your life. It is your life. 

Just make sure it is the one that allows your heart to expand further 

and bring the feeling of pure joy and love into your experience. 

Stay in this vision for as long as you would like. When you do decide 

to return to the everyday state, first thank the angels and ask that they 

step back. When you feel the angelic energy withdraw, focus on your 

breath again then begin to come back into your body. Wiggle fingers 

and toes and allow your surroundings to come more into your 

awareness. 

Open your eyes when you feel ready, holding onto the feeling of bliss 

and the details of what your new world looks like beyond forgiveness. 
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Recollection & Integration 

Now journal the impressions you received during the 

visualisation and based on your experience, ask yourself: 

 What does it feel like to be free of those negative feelings 

we listed in the last lesson? 

 What will you change once those feelings have subsided 

or gone forever? Perhaps… 

 

 A new level of self-care? 

 

 A new adventure? 

 

 A new relationship or renewed passion in an 

existing one? 

 

 List in your journal your own ideas and add all the 

juicy details of what life looks like beyond 

forgiving. 

 

You will find more journaling space in the following pages. 

Spend as long as you need on this exercise and don’t skimp on 

the intricacies. You are creating your very own blueprint for 

your motivation to let go of what doesn’t serve you! 



 

 

 

 

Personal Journal 
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Journal 



 

 

Journal 
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Journal 



 

 

Once you are satisfied that you have listed all your heart’s 

desires, place your journal back on your altar and place your 

Rose Quartz crystal on top of it. Your Rose Quartz stimulates 

self-love and is allowing you to recognise and integrate your 

worthiness to create and receive the life you have just described. 

 

Extinguish the candle and leave for 24 hours. 

 

NOTE: During your time away from your sacred space, keep 

your visualisation forefront in your mind. Was there one 

wonderful image or thought that stood out for you and inspired 

feelings of excitement and passion? Return to that image 

regularly for the next 24 hours to continue affirming your 

worthiness to live a life filled with pleasure and joy through 

forgiveness. 

You can listen to the visualisation as many times as you need to 

and keep adding to and expanding your vision. 
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Lesson 4  
 
 

Understanding The Soul Lesson 



 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

As always, before you begin your session, light your candle, 

condition your space and take a few moments to breathe deeply 

and sink into the space. 
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The Soul Lesson 

You may have noticed in Lesson 2 many words and feelings that 

came up around blame/shame and victimhood. Let us address 

those energies now. 

 

I AM Human is Principle 3 of The Grail Path’s central teachings. 

It is the basis for this course in forgiveness. You can learn more 

about The Grail Path and it’s 7 Principles at 

https://jojerodene.com/the-grail-path/  

The art of forgiveness stems from the understanding that all 

humans are frail and fallible creatures, but beneath the illusion 

of flesh and bone, is the Divine Spirit within.  

If someone feels separated from love, they will inevitably act 

from fear. Fear causes us to act out, sometimes hurting others or 

ourselves. The antidote to hurt is not more hurting, but instead, 

the addition of that which was originally mistakenly felt to be 

absent: love. Offering understanding to those who have hurt 

you is an act of transcending the human part of you to inhabit 

the part of you that never left Source. 

 

To forgive is Divine. 

Principle 1 of The Grail Path states: I AM God. This means that 

forgiveness is within your power. It is not the magnanimous act 

of letting someone off the hook, as we have already noted, it is 

the key to your personal freedom and the detachment of your 

association with victimhood. 



 

 

The Soul Work: 

 

“Your soul has a plan.” 

 

Consider and journal about the following: 

 How has you anger led you to understand and clarify 

your hopes and desires in Lesson 3? 

 

 How has the painful experience taught you what you 

really want to invite into your life? 

 

 How have you grown and evolved along your path 

because of this historical personal event? 

 

 What will you no longer accept in your life because of 

your ordeal? (This begins to form your soul’s charter). 
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Personal Journal 



 

 

Journal 
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Journal 



 

 

Journal 
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As hard as it may be to acknowledge, the person you still hold 

anger towards, taught you all these things unwittingly. You and 

this soul mate agreed before you both incarnated, to help you 

learn these lessons for your soul’s growth. 

 

 

 

Place your journal back on the altar and place all of your 

crystals on top of it. There is no need to end your session here 

unless you want to take a break, you can go straight onto 

Lesson 5. (If you do decide to end your session now, ensure your 

candle is safely extinguished). 



 

 

 

Lesson 5  
 
 

Taking Back Your Power 
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Prepare and energise your space again if you chose to take a 

recess between sessions. 



 

 

Angelic Assistance for Powering Up 

Before we begin this session we are deliberately going to call in 

or invoke Archangels Michael and Raphael to help us with the 

task ahead. 

You can say aloud or in your mind: 

 

“In the name of God and all that is light, I call upon the 

Archangels Michael and Raphael to join me here in this 

space, to do this sacred work. My heart is open and I am 

ready to receive Divine help now. Amen.” 

 

Allow the angelic energy to gather around you and see if you 

can feel the presence of these angels. You may feel a gentle 

breeze or draught, you may feel the temperature go up slightly 

or sense a change in pressure around you (especially in your 

ears). Even if you cannot sense their presence, know that they 

are there supporting you and helping to bring about the 

changes you are asking for. 

(If you prefer a different name for God then feel free to 

interchange to your chosen word for connecting to The Source 

of All Things. You can also swap “amen” for “so be it” if you 

like). 
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Personal Power 

The Soul Work: 

There are 3 steps in taking back your power: 

1. Know that you have a choice 

 The person/situation took enough of your time 

and energy, they can have no more. Life is calling 

you… Remember all the things you decided you 

want in Lesson 3? 

 

2. Bless them/it and you for the lesson 

 Speak words of forgiveness aloud to their soul. 

(Do this in your own private space, not directly to 

them. 

 

 Affirm that you understand that they acted from 

their own wound or fear. 

 

 Bless yourself now for holding onto the pain, way 

beyond enduring the original incident or 

relationship 

 

 Speak words of forgiveness to your own inner 

victim 

 

 Affirm that you understand that you were acting 

from your level of personal evolution at the time… 

“I knew no better then, but I know more now” is a 

good phrase to express this inner growth. 



 

 

 

3. Repeat this following mantra/prayer at least 3 times 

aloud, (or you might like to come up with your own that 

feels more personal to you, using this one as a guide). 
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Cord Cutting and Claiming Back Your Power  
 

Prayer/Mantra 

(You can also visualise this happening as you repeat the words). 

 

I am free to choose my own destiny. 

 

I now call in all the fragments, energy and disparate pieces of my soul 

essence, to return to me from all timelines, places, dimensions and 

parties that I may have, consciously or unconsciously, allowed to 

possess my personal power. 

 

I release all the fragments, energy and entities that have attached to my 

soul essence, but are not of my soul essence, back to the timelines, 

places, dimensions and parties from which they came. I now 

consciously claim back my power. 

 

I decree, in the name of God and all that is light [insert your chosen 

name for Source Energy], that all cords, attachments and power drains 

that do not serve my highest good, be severed and sealed in the here 

and now. I decree that all soul-contracts and karma holding me back 

from owning my full power be severed and sealed in the here and now.  

 

I release all that is not mine to carry. 

 

I claim all that belongs to my sovereign soul. 

 

I walk forward in freedom and forgiveness, now. 

Amen [or so be it]. 



 

 

Your Prayer/Mantra 
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4. Now take both your clear quartz and your rose quartz 

crystals and place them on your heart chakra and rest for 

a while in your sacred space. Please don’t rush this 

process. 

 

5. When you feel like you done with this exercise, thank 

and release the Archangels by simply asking them to step 

back or withdraw their energy. 

 

 

 

You can end your session here if you need to. Extinguish your 

candle if you do. 



 

 

 

 

Lesson 6  
 
 

Making a Solemn Oath 
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Did you take a break between sessions? If so, take a moment to 

refresh, prepare and energize your space again. 



 

 

Angelic Assistance for Sacred Oaths 

Before we begin this session we are deliberately going to call in 

or invoke Archangels Metatron and Haniel to help us to create a 

sacred oath. 

 

You can say aloud or in your mind: 

“In the name of God and all that is light, I call upon the 

Archangels Metatron and Haniel to join me here in this 

space, to do this sacred work. My heart is open and I am 

ready to receive Divine help now. Amen.” 

 

Feel into their energies if you can but do not worry if you do not 

sense them. Not everyone has developed the skill of 

Clairsentience or clear sensing. Please be assured that it is the 

angels divine role to aid our ascension work and they will 

always show up for us when we call on them or need their help.  

 

The Soul Work: 

1. Take your blank greetings card and write a commitment 

to yourself in your own words inside it. You might 

include: 

 

 Why forgiveness sets you free 

 

 What you commit to achieving now that you are free 

of the past 
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 How you will now always choose a higher path in 

situations that feel familiar 

 

 How self-love is now your guide to all 

interactions/situations and relationships 

 

2. DO NOT write anything about the past or the 

person/people who you have cut cords from and 

forgiven. 

 

3. Don’t forget to sign your card in a self-loving way. 

 

4. Place all of your 4 crystals on the closed card and leave it 

in your sacred space overnight, after which you can 

display it where you will see it daily or carry it with you 

in your handbag for inspiration and strength. 

 



 

 

Divine Grace 

Before you finish this final lesson it’s time to dedicate your 

candle.  

To do this, place your hands on your heart and repeat the 

following 3 times aloud: 

 

 

“I forgive everything and everyone that has held me apart 

from my truth and my own capacity to love deeply and 

unconditionally. I let them go with love and compassion 

knowing Divine Grace holds me as I heal.” 

(On the third and final repetition, end by saying): 

“So be it.” (or) “Amen.” 

 

 

This time, blow out your candle. The light is dedicated to that 

Grace. 
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The Wrap-Up 

Forgiveness happens in layers and so from time to time you 

may feel old feelings rise. This is the time to re-read your 

commitment card, or if it is a particularly potent rising up of 

memories and their attached emotions, you can repeat the 

whole course.  

It may be wise to ask, what in your current life, is triggering 

these memories and feelings? Perhaps there is a dynamic in a 

present relationship that is reminiscent of the past, asking you 

to honour your boundaries and deepen your self-love? 

 

If you do decide to repeat the course you will need to: 

 Cleanse all your crystals before you begin again 

 

 Use a brand new candle 

 

 Go deeper into lesson 2 to see if there are any feelings or 

‘justifications’ that you haven’t yet acknowledged and 

explored 

 

 You can use the extra journaling space provided at the 

back of this book  

 

 Add the following affirmation at each stage: 

 

“It’s okay to allow my healing to take time. I am a 

multifaceted soul and my mastery comes as I evolve.” 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Remember –  

You are loved. You are love. 

Be kind to your healing heart. 
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Thank you, from both me and your soul, for actively seeking your 

freedom through forgiveness. Every act of forgiveness raises the 

frequency of the whole world we live in and you made an important 

step in that direction today. 

I pray it brought you some peace and left you in a space of healing 

and awareness.  

I would be honoured to continue working with you to support your 

healing and soul-growth. Visit https://jojerodene.com/get-support/ 

for further information. 

  

Love and many blessings 

Jo x 
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Jo Jerodene is a spiritual teacher, sacred wayshower, angelic 

channel, oracle and master energy healer. She co-created The 

Grail Path with the direction of Source and has been teaching 

it’s wisdom since 2012 and ascension since 2009. 

Jo would describe herself as a “tea-drinking, tell-it-like-it-is 

Yorkshire lass,” with a gift for understanding universal 

mysticism and converting it into everyday practical tools, hence 

this book. 

With no time or patience for padding out the story, her aim is to 

provide simple, powerful practices for inner alchemy that result 

in real life healing and transformation. As a lightbearer rather 

than a lightworker, she is no stranger to lighting the way for 

and leading brave women through their own inner darkness 

and shadows, to find and remember their own true light, power 

and sovereignty. 

You may also like to try Jo Jerodene’s 

 

Self-Full Living Workbook:  

A Grail Guide to Self-Care, Wellbeing & Refilling Your 

Sacred Chalice  

 

Available from Amazon 


